
Discover the Inspirational Journey of Anthony
Lock, Broken By War
Born and raised in a small town, Anthony Lock seemed destined for an ordinary
life filled with dreams and ambitions. However, fate had a different path planned
for him. In this article, we delve into the incredible story of Anthony Lock, a man
whose life was shattered by war but managed to rise above his circumstances
and find redemption. Join us as we explore his journey of resilience,
determination, and self-discovery.

The Early Years

Anthony Lock's childhood was a happy and carefree one. Growing up in a close-
knit community, he enjoyed spending his days playing football, exploring the
nearby woods, and dreaming of an adventurous future. His infectious laughter
and zest for life were unmistakable, and his family and friends saw a promising
future ahead for the young boy.

War Strikes

Everything changed when war broke out in Anthony's country. The tranquil town
he once knew became a battlefield, with destruction and chaos prevailing. At the
tender age of 16, Anthony found himself thrust into a violent warzone, witnessing
unimaginable horrors and loss on a daily basis.
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The Breaking Point

As the war raged on, Anthony's spirit was slowly crushed under the weight of
trauma and loss. The once vibrant and happy young man became a shell of his
former self, plagued by nightmares and haunted by the memories of war.
Overwhelmed by the constant fear and sorrow, he reached his breaking point.

A Glimmer of Hope

Amidst the darkness, a ray of hope entered Anthony's life. A group of dedicated
veterans who had experienced similar struggles themselves recognized his pain
and decided to take him under their wing. Their mission was to help individuals
like Anthony rebuild their lives and find healing from the wounds of war.

The Road to Redemption

With the support and guidance of these veterans, Anthony began his journey
towards redemption. He attended therapy sessions, engaged in vocational
training, and participated in various support groups designed to address the
unique challenges faced by war survivors. Over time, Anthony started to regain
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his self-confidence, and a renewed sense of purpose began to emerge within
him.

Discovering Inner Strength

Through countless hours of reflection and self-discovery, Anthony unlocked a
reservoir of inner strength that he never knew existed. He realized that his
experiences had the power to shape not only his own life but also the lives of
those around him. Determined to make a difference, Anthony embarked on a
mission to raise awareness about the struggles faced by war survivors and
advocate for their rights.

A Source of Inspiration

Anthony's remarkable journey quickly became an inspiration to others. His
unwavering resilience and determination touched the hearts of many, and he
became a beacon of hope for those who had lost their way. Countless individuals
reached out to Anthony, expressing how his story had given them the strength to
carry on despite their own adversities.

The Future Ahead

Today, Anthony Lock continues to fight for the rights and wellbeing of war
survivors. Through his foundation, he works tirelessly to create opportunities and
resources for those affected by the traumas of war. His dedication has been
recognized globally, and he has become a prominent advocate for peace and
healing.

The story of Anthony Lock serves as a reminder that even in the darkest of times,
the human spirit has the power to triumph over adversity. Through his journey of
resilience and redemption, Anthony has shown us that it is possible to rebuild



one's life and find purpose even after being broken by war. His tale of bravery
and perseverance will continue to inspire generations to come.
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Matthew Marsden - Black Hawk Down, Rambo - Everyone should read this book.
It will make you appreciate the freedom and peace we have at home, by
understanding what our men and women in uniform sacrifice.
Piers Morgan - Very Powerful book about the reality of war for so many brave
soldiers, raising important questions about how we treat our wounded men &
women when they return from fighting for our country.

About this book
The story is powerfully written and immediately takes you on a journey through
the eyes of a young man whom had joined the Armed Forces at a very young age
and served almost 12 years in a career that saw him lose nine friends inside the
first nine years of a tragic career. Anthony had witnessed many of his friends die
at the hands of the enemy, memories that would come back to haunt him later on
in life.
Anthony, served on Military Operations in Kosovo, Iraq and Afghanistan and was
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hospitalised twice. During a bloody tour of Iraq in 2007, Anthony found himself in
hospital for 8 days with a drip in both arms. Then, just two years later and whilst
in Afghanistan, he was blown up twice. After the first IED Anthony continued to
lead by example on the front-line unknowingly suffering from a broken neck and
surviving on just pain killers after being medically misdiagnosed on the ground.
The second IED just over a month later almost claimed Anthony’s life. He died in
the air above Helmand Province onboard a military helicopter and became the
first British soldier serving in Afghanistan to be surgically operated on whilst still in
the air. Anthony suffered serious life changing injuries which included a Traumatic
brain injury, spinal damage, a ruptured spleen and a broken neck.
Due to the poor aftercare and management from Anthony’s former regiment,
alongside some Military Charities, local government services, Anthony found
himself alone, unable to walk and confined to his living room reliving the deaths of
his friends and the years of horrific visions and memories that he just wanted to
forget.
It is not about blame or regret, it's about change.
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